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• As linear-scaling techniques are making total energy calculations possible in systems involv-
ing many thousands of atoms, there is the desire to use them in molecular dynamics simulations,
e.g. in calculations of free energies. However, these techniques address only the length-scale
issues and in simulations the time-scales (which are already signiﬁcantly smaller than those that
can be addressed by molecular mechanics approaches) that can be reached are often too small
for most applications. It is therefore suggested that some effort should be made in combining
linear-scaling approaches with techniques for sampling rare events, as this will allow effective
exploration of phase space for many applications.
• Healthy competition between research groups worldwide and specialised workshops every
2-3 years have played a catalytic role for the development of the linear-scaling methods that
are available today. For example, exchanges of opinions between developers during the present
workshop have led to the emergence of consensus on various complex technical issues such as
the relative beneﬁts and deﬁciencies of the several proposed energy expressions and basis sets
in the context of O(N) calculations. For the continuation of progress, it is important that the di-
alogue between O(N) groups (and now also the growing user base of their methods) to continue
in the future and meetings (conferences) of the community should take place every couple of
years.
• Many unsolved issues remain. On the one hand the existing ground-state linear-scaling meth-
ods need to be developed further and applied to a wide range of problems to reach a stage
where their reliability and wealth of functionalities would be comparable to those of conven-
tional cubic-scaling methods. On the other hand, the currently embryonic efforts in the commu-
nity to extend linear-scaling to new areas such as metallic systems, excited states and correlated
wavefunction-based methods need to be supported as these approaches have the potential to
provide valuable insights in many bio and nano materials-related problems.
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